
 

 
 
 
 
 

 “The legacy of a teacher lasts a lifetime.” 
 
Unfortunately this well-known adage works both ways and the legacy of a toxic or incompetent 
teacher lasts just as long as that of an exceptional teacher. 

Exceptional teachers realise that every student matters, no matter what. They look for the hidden 
potential in every student, and they understand what is going on in their students’ brains, and that 
everyone in their class (including the teacher) is moving through emotional states all day long. They 
also know how to cultivate optimum states in their classrooms, for themselves and their students. 
 
Six Keys to Exceptional Teaching 

1. Be interesting  
2. Help students to find their strengths and talents  
3. Teach them how the brain works  
4. Practise “kaizen”  
5. Have the courage to care and connect  
6. Believe in the highest potential for yourself and your students. 

 
The brain is the key. 
Norman Doidge’s book The Brain that Changes Itself explores the amazing plasticity of the brain and 
every educator will find it enlightening and exciting. 

You may also want to investigate the book, Brain Rules, in which developmental molecular biologist 
and researcher John Medina writes about 12 things we know about how the brain works and how 
these apply to our daily lives, especially at school and work.  
 
Creating the optimum environment 
Teachers who are aware of how to create optimal emotional states, whether intentionally or 
unintentionally, will create environments in which students learn more effectively, and where they as 
teachers are more satisfied.  

Laugher and lightness help create positive emotional states. Music, positive welcoming rituals and 
encouraging messages that come through students’ peripheral vision are also great ways to do this. 
Teacher consistency and clear boundaries are also very helpful in managing emotional states. Only 
by being in the right state yourself will you get the result you want in your class. 
 
Activities that Can Create Serotonin and Other Wellbeing Chemicals 
 

� Paired sharing  
� Role play and drama  
� Reflection time  
� Journal and poetry writing  
� Drawing and creative arts  
� Circle talks  
� Creative imagery  
� Dancing and singing  
� Laughter  
� Feedback time  
� Storytelling  

� Play  
� Positive music – whether calming or 

uplifting  
� Creative problem-solving  
� Games  
� Regular quiet, solo time  
� Random acts of kindness  
� Care, concern and connectedness  
� Emotionally honest communication  
� Safe touch  
� Reflection times 

Dare to  Be  
	  Exceptional 

Lighting the Flame and Keeping it Burning 



 

 
“If you expect students to perform well, if you believe they are gifted and talented, they will 

prove you right.” 
Eva Hoffman and Susan Norman, Inspiring Teaching 

 
 
 
 

What are three qualities you bring to teaching?  
1. __________________________________________________________________________________________ 
2. __________________________________________________________________________________________  
3. __________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
How do teachers best support the realisation of potential that lies hidden very deeply in 
some students? 
Our highest duty is to help students believe in themselves and to discover their strengths and 
talents – whether they be academic, physical, musical, interpersonal, artistic, linguistic or spiritual. 
With some students, that can be really tough. 
 
Imagine there is an invisible sign pinned to every student’s chest that reads: “Show me that I 
matter, that I have some value – please”.  
 
If we can do this, we offer that gift which only charismatic adults can offer and which shines a light 
of hope within that can ignite great things within our young people. 
 
 
What do you do that supports hidden potential? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________	  
__________________________________________________________________________________________	  
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Remember, as an educator: 

 I am a highly skilled social engineer working in the field of human potential ensuring the 
world becomes a better place. 

 I am a dedicated professional working in the art of positive “people making” to create a 
world full of opportunity, abundance and peace for all. 

 I am privileged to work with the most sacred people on earth – children, and I make a 
positive difference often to allow them to become the best people they can be. 

 
 
 
To sign up to Maggie Dent’s monthly newsletter, access free resources, videos and downloads or 
to purchase her books, ebooklets and audio tracks, visit: www.maggiedent.com  
	  
	  

	  


